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Size dependent surface charge properties of silica
nano-channels: double layer overlap and
inlet/outlet effects†
Tumcan Sen and Murat Barisik *
Transport inside nano-channels and tubes is highly dependent on their surface charge properties. While
previous studies assume that the charge density of a surface is a material property and independent of
confinement size, this study properly characterized the surface charge of a nanochannel as a function of
channel height and length under various solution conditions. By calculating the local surface charge
based on local ionic concentrations, the surface charge of a nano-channel was studied by considering
the effects of both overlapping electrical double layers (EDLs) and inlet/outlet regions. First, the surface
charge of silica decreased with the increase in EDL overlap, which is characterized by the ratio of EDL
thickness to channel height. Second, the local surface charge showed variation at the inlet/outlet
regions where the channel’s electrokinetics was in development. We defined a general entrance length
as a function of EDL thickness for the electrokinetically developing part of different cases, after which
the surface charge reached its equilibrium value and remained constant. Based on such length scales,
we extended the existing theory to include nano-effects. A phenomenological model was developed,
which can predict the average nano-channel surface charge as a function of EDL thickness, pH, channel
length and channel height.
In recent years, nanoscale systems have become increasingly
popular in various ranges of applications such as DNA analyzers,1–3
DNA and protein transport,4–8 drug delivery,9–12 biological/chemical
agent detection,13,14 micro/nano chip sensors,15–17 and nano-
membranes.13,18 In most of these systems, the charge property
of solid surfaces in contact with the aqueous solution plays a key
role. For example, force or electrokinetic-driven transport of
ions, fluid, and particles within microfluidic and nanofluidic
devices highly depends on the surface charge densities of the
channel walls. Hence, the design and performance of these
applications requires an accurate knowledge of the surface
charge properties of nanoscale confinements in various ionic
solutions, which is not yet well understood.
A surface in contact with an aqueous medium becomes
charged due to dissociation of ionizable groups or adsorption/
reaction of ions at the interface.19,20 The resulting surface charge
interacting with dissolved ions forms an electrical double layer
(EDL) on the charged surface in which more counter ions
accumulate and co-ions lessen.21 Transport inside micro/nano
channels and tubes develops as a function of the wall charge
properties. For example, the process of desalination through a
nano-porous membrane depends on the surface charge density
of the pore network.22 Many of the existing studies and applications
assume that the charge density of a surface is a material property
and independent of the confinement size.23–25 However, for small
confinement heights comparable with the thickness of the EDL,
ionic layers (EDLs) extending from opposite surfaces overlap,
causing the local ionic concentrations inside the EDL and the
surface charge to deviate from theoretical assumptions.26,27
Since surface reactions depend on the local ionic environment
such as local pH and salt concentrations at the interface, the
surface charge of an overlapped EDL becomes different from the
surface charge calculated for the non-overlapping case.
In addition to the EDL overlap developing in the surface-
normal-direction due to small characteristic heights, local ionic
concentration variations at the inlet and outlet of channels/
pores also become dominant in short length conduits of recent
nanotechnological applications. For example, diffusion of ions
from bigger voids into pores in a nano-membrane pore-network
creates a different ionic equilibrium through the entrance and
exit regions of every pore. As a result, variation of local solution
properties on the surface in the axial direction creates variation
of the surface charge in these entrance regions. Further com-
plications develop in the case of flow conditions. For example,
concentration polarization at the entrance region of membrane
devices becomes dominant particularly for high degrees of EDL
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overlap and short length conduits, which substantially affects
the filtration mechanisms.28,29 Transport of ions by a pressure
gradient also promotes the axial variation of electrical potential,
which opposes the motion of fluid in the axial direction.30 In order
to distinguish these effects developing in fluid flows, the surface
charge density and the resulting electric potential distribution within
the short nano-channel at a stationary state should be resolved.
The calculation of surface charge density as a function of the
local ionic environment has been practiced by utilizing some
active surface charge models in the literature. The so-called
‘‘Charge Regulation (CR)’’ nature of surface chemistry was first
identified by Ninhamand Parsegian31 and later observed bymultiple
experiments in surface force measurements by colloids32–35 and
AFM.36–40 Since then, researchers have attempted to implement
CR into numerical calculations of ionic distributions in nano-
systems using active charge models as a boundary condition. CR
models calculate the effects of the protonation/deprotonation in
surface reactions based on the site density of the functional
groups. In recent years, CR models have received significant
attention from various research fields from colloidal science to
atomic force measurement techniques.41–45 In particular, studies
dedicated to nano-tubes/channels generally focused on flow
conditions to calculate the ionic conductance and streaming
current.46–48 Most of these existing studies focus on the surface
charging characteristics of straight channels and tubes which are
assumed to be infinite in length.49–53 However, the average
surface charge of a finite-length conduit becomes different from
the surface charge developing sufficiently away from inlets and
outlets, depending on the channel length. There are only a few
studies in the literature that refer to these effects54–56 but these
studies presented their results under flow conditions as an
observation at a specific channel height and length without
examining or describing its occurrence57 and for long channels
disregarding the end effects.58 Hence, there is no suitable
characterization or explicit solution for the surface charge
behavior of short nano-conduits, yet.
Our objective is to characterize the surface charge density of
nanochannels of various heights and lengths under various
solution conditions. We study silica surfaces theoretically since
it has been widely used in recent applications.59–61 For the first
time in the literature, this study performs characterization of the
effects of both overlapping EDL fields and inlet/outlet regions for
short nano-conduits with stationary fluid as a function of channel
height, channel length and solution conditions; and provides an
empirical model as an extension of existing theory. A multi-ion
charge-regulation model61 is utilized, which associates the surface
charging behavior to the ionic aqueous solution properties, mainly
pH and concentration of the solution. The current model is
validated by the cases with available analytical solutions.
Theoretical background and
mathematical model
Generally, ionic distribution on a surface with a given surface
charge density obeys the Boltzmann distribution (BD).62–64
Hence, the potential distribution within a semi-infinite EDL
can be resolved by solving the well-known Poisson–Boltzmann
(PB) equation. The PB equation can be easily solved analytically for
low wall potentials by utilizing Debye–Hu¨ckel simplification.65 For
high wall potential cases, some studies solve very complex elliptic
functions due to nonlinearity.66–68 If the EDLs growing from
opposite parallel surfaces start interacting (i.e. EDL overlapping),
implementing the Boltzmann distribution to the Poisson equation
becomes incorrect.49,69 This fact can easily be seen in Fig. 1, which
shows the overlapped and non-overlapped electric potential dis-
tributions within a channel in the case of different scenarios. To
begin, the potential distribution with EDL overlap significantly
deviates from the no-overlap case that obeys the Boltzmann
distribution. For such a case, the original form of the Poisson–
Nernst–Planck (PNP) theory should be employed in the analyses,
in contrast to frequently used simplified versions of PNP.62,69
Another significant point to mention in Fig. 1 is the current
perspective about the surface boundary condition definitions of
the existing studies solving the potential distribution of over-
lapped EDLs. In the literature, assigning either constant surface
charge70–72 or constant wall potential30,73,74 boundary conditions
onto the surfaces is the general way to solve PNP. Eqn (1)
describes the relation between the wall potential (c) and surface
charge density on the wall (sw). If constant surface charge density
is assumed on both surfaces (Case 1 in Fig. 1), the electric
potential value at the surface will change by EDL overlap. On
the other hand, if a constant wall potential condition is implied
(Case 2 in Fig. 1), EDL overlap will cause the change of the surface
charge density (i.e. slope of the potential distribution at the wall).
These cases are common practices in existing literature,
however, both approaches do not properly reproduce the nature
of the surface.
e0er-nrc = sw (1)
Enforcing constant surface charge or potential at the inter-
face does not represent the physical response of the surface
chemistry. The surface reactions develop based on the local
ionic environment at the interface, that neither surface charge
nor potential remain constant; instead, both of them undergo
variation in response to the variation in ionic distribution
and create a new equilibrium, accordingly. Such behavior is
Fig. 1 Distribution of electric potential with and without EDL overlap. In
the case of EDL overlap, two generally employed boundary conditions of
constant surface charge (Case 1) and constant surface potential (Case 2) in
comparison with the charge regulation model used in this study.
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modelled by the previously developed multi-ion charge-regulation
model, which considers the effects of the protonation/deprotonation
surface reactions, the site density of the functional groups, and
the pH and salt concentration of the aqueous solution on the
silica surface. This boundary condition model forms the basis of
the current study.
In the current model, a slit like silica nano channel, which is
connected to reservoirs at both ends, is considered as illustrated
in Fig. S1 (ESI†). The liquid phase is a KCl (i.e. symmetric 1 : 1)
aqueous electrolyte solution consisting of 4 types of ionic
species namely; H+, K+, Cl and OH ions with their bulk values
being c10, c20, c30 and c40, respectively. Due to protonation/
deprotonation of ions, the silica surface is charged when in
contact with an ionic solution. The surface charge is mainly
controlled by the K+ and Cl ions while the pH of the solution is
adjusted by the H+ and OH ions. Detailed information on the
Poisson–Nernst–Plank (PNP) equations employed in the study is
given in the ESI.†
As a result of protonation/deprotonation reactions taking
place at the solid/liquid interface, the silica channel walls show
a charge-regulated behavior depending on the ionic concentration
and pH of the ionic aqueous solution. In order to implement
this charge regulated nature into the model, two fundamental
dissociation/association reactions are considered at the solid/
liquid interface as:
SiOH2 SiO + H+ (2)
SiOH + H+2 SiOH2
+ (3)
The equilibrium constants are evaluated by using
KA ¼ GSiO
 Hþ½ w
GSiOH
; KB ¼ GSiOH2
þ
GSiOH Hþ½ w
; (4)
where GSiO, GSiOH and GSiOH2+ are the surface site densities of
SiO, SiOH and SiOH2
+, respectively and [H+]w is the hydrogen
concentration at the solid/liquid interface. In this regard, the
surface charge density of the silica walls can be denoted as:
sw ¼ FGtotal
NA
KA  KB Hþ½ w2
KA þ Hþ½ wþKB Hþ½ w2
(5)
Results and discussion
We initiated our study by calculating the ionic distribution
inside a 10 nm height and 30 nm length channel. The electric
potential contours of CKCl = 1 mM, 10 mM and 100 mM cases,
which define the l/H ratio, are given at pH = 4, 6, and 8 in Fig. 2.
Here, Debye length (l) is normalized with the half channel
height (H) so that the degree of EDL overlap within the channel
can be characterized by the non-dimensional number, l/H.
Local electric potential shows variation inside the channel as
well as through the reservoir region near to the channel inlet
and outlet as a function of ionic concentration and pH. Simply,
the ionic distribution along the channel is spatially uniform
and the electrical potential at the channel center away from the
surfaces is equal to the bulk reservoir value, when the channel
height is much larger than the EDL thickness (i.e., l/H { 1).
However, as the EDL thickness grows, EDL overlap starts and
the electrical potential in the channel becomes different from
the reservoirs. At this point, we specified these ionic variations
based on their physical origins. First, overlapping EDLs from
top and bottom surfaces affect electric potential inside the
channel. Second, diffusion from the reservoir creates electric
potential variation near the inlet/outlet regions. The latter effect
also includes curvature effects developing at the corners of the
channel ends, which will be discussed in detail later.
Next, we calculated local surface charge densities based on
the ionic potential formed on the surface. Fig. 3 gives the
distribution of surface charge along half of the 30 nm-length
channel as a function of pH and overlap ratio. Different surface
charge values develop as a result of different bulk ion con-
centrations at each l/H case. The first observation from Fig. 3
is the surface charge behavior along the channel. At low l
values creating low l/H cases, charge is mostly constant on the
channel surface except the very early inlet region. However, an
increase of l yields further penetration of this entrance effect
into the channel such that the surface charge cannot reach an
equilibrium value even up to the middle of the channel for
cases l/H = 1 and 3. Overall, local variation through the channel
increases with the increase of EDL thickness and a ‘‘developing
region’’ forms at both ends of the nano-channel in which the
surface charge density shows unusual behavior.
In order to characterize this developing region, we performed
calculations further for different channel lengths. We measured
the local surface charges at the middle of each channel and
normalized them with theoretical calculations of surface charge
density at the corresponding salt concentration and pH values.
The results are summarized in Fig. S3 (ESI†). Flat surface theory
can successfully calculate the nanochannel surface charge at
mid-length for low overlap ratios (i.e. l/H) such as 0.1 and 0.3.
However, the nanochannel surface charge density significantly
Fig. 2 Electric potential distribution for different pH and overlapping
ratios.
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differs from theoretical predictions as the EDL overlap develops.
An increase in overlap ratio yields lower surface charges than
the theoretical estimations. Moreover, entrance region effects
are dominant at high l cases where local surface charge along
the nanochannel continues to vary and cannot reach its equilibrium
value up to 50–100 nm channel lengths depending on the pH. It can
be concluded that the developing region effects are more significant
as pH decreases and EDL thickness increases.
Based on the results from Fig. S3 (ESI†), we proceeded with
our investigations by using longer length channels to ensure
that an ionic equilibrium was formed at least in the mid-length
of the channel. Local surface charge values through the channel
wall normalized by the equilibrium charge value (sbulk) of the
corresponding channel are presented in Fig. 4. This time, we
also normalized the axial channel direction with EDL thickness
to develop a possible characterization for the length scale of the
developing region. With the exception of those with a low pH
value of 4, cases with different overlap ratios showed very
similar charge distributions in the developing region. Through
this distribution, the developing region yielded significantly
higher surface charge values, which has a substantial influence
on the average surface charge of a nanochannel. For a general
description, we defined the ‘‘developing length’’ for surface
electrokinetics (Le) as the axial position where the surface
charge density reaches 99% of the equilibrium value developing
away from the inlets/outlets. Normalized developing lengths
estimated for different l/H cases are given in Fig. S4 (ESI†) for
different pH values. As the Le is normalized by the EDL thickness,
Fig. S4 (ESI†) shows purely the effect of EDL overlap, independent
of the effect of EDL thickness on the developing region. Overall,
Le shows a decreasing trend by the increase of EDL overlap, and
an increasing trend by the decrease in pH. The longest Le value is
measured as 2.7  l.
In an attempt to develop a simple model to predict the
average surface charge density of a given nanochannel, we tried
to formulate deviations from theoretical predictions as a function
of channel height, channel length, ionic salt concentration and
pH. By accomplishing this, we will be able to extend the existing
theory to consider EDL overlap and developing region effects. For
such purposes, we performed modelling of surface charge beha-
vior in two regions; the developing region and developed region.
First, we attempted to determine an Le value to define an average
surface charge value in the developing region. Le gets different
values ranging from 0.5  l to 2.7  l, and variation is hard to
formulate. For such a case, we decided to use the maximum value
of Le as the developing length for all cases (Le = 2.7  l), to
ensure that all local variations in every case are considered.
Consequently, the average surface charge behavior before and
after 2.7  l (along axial direction) is expressed using two
different models.
For the developing region, we observed two mechanisms
creating the charging behavior. The first mechanism is the
corner effect developing at the corners of the channel ends due
to curvature. This effect was observed by multiple researchers
Fig. 3 Surface charge density distribution in a 30 nm long channel with 10 nm height of the silica wall at different EDL overlaps for (a) pH = 4, (b) pH = 6,
and (c) pH = 8.
Fig. 4 Normalized charge density along the channel length normalized with the Debye length (l).
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in the surface charge behavior of nanoparticles when the surface
to volume ratio decreased to a certain value.55,75 A very similar
curvature effect is also observed on the capacitance behavior of
mesoporous supercapacitors,76–78 in which the ion distributions
significantly deviate from planar surface calculations by the
decrease in the pore size. The secondmechanism in the developing
region is the interaction of ionic concentration developed in the
channel with the reservoir. This effect only develops in the case of
EDL overlap when the channel center ion distribution becomes
different from the reservoir value. Our objective here is to
distinguish the effect of these two mechanisms in developing
region behavior.
First, we studied the local surface charge distributions forming
on a simple corner geometry by itself in order to calculate the
corner effects only at different concentrations and pH values.
Fig. 5(a) shows the electric potential contour around a corner
and illustrates the curvature effects. The distributions of surface
charge density normalized by theoretical estimations along the
axial direction normalized by the corresponding EDL thickness are
given in Fig. 5(b)–(d) under different ionic conditions. Surface
charge increased by moving towards the edge of the corner
reaching almost twice the theoretical predictions. Similar behavior
was observed in nano-particles where the decrease of particle size
increased the surface charge value.61 Surface charge reached the
theoretically calculated value sufficiently away from the corner, as
expected. Variation of surface charge was mostly confined in the
L/lt 2 region. We further calculated a length scale for the corner
effect by measuring the distance at which the surface charge
density reaches 99% of the equilibrium value predicted by theory.
The axial length of the corner effect was found to be similar to Le
measured for the developing region length earlier. Hence, we
employed the Le = 2.7  l value to characterize the corner effects.
Next, we excluded the corner effects from the behavior of a
developing region by simply removing the variation of surface
charge in Fig. 5(b)–(d) from the distributions of surface charge
measured in the developing part of the channels presented in
Fig. 3(a)–(c). The remaining parts presented in Fig. 5(e)–(g)
show the effects of the second mechanism; interaction of ionic
concentration developed in the channel with the reservoir only.
For instance, in this 10 nm total channel height, l = 0.5 nm
results in l/H = 0.1 which means no EDL overlap, therefore only
a corner effect develops and after removing it (Fig. 5(b)) from
Fig. 3(a), the variation disappeared and the surface charge
became equal to theory through all channels as given in
Fig. 5(e). On the other hand, l = 15 nm results in l/H = 3
showed strong EDL overlap where the equilibrium mid-length
surface charge becomes lower than theory and there was slight
variation through developing the length even though corner
Fig. 5 (a) Variation of local ionic concentration at a corner and illustration of curvature effects. Normalized surface charge distributions (b)–(d) on a
corner at different EDL thicknesses and pHs, and (e)–(g) in the developing region of a 10 nm height channel after the corresponding corner effects are
removed.
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effects were removed. As explained, this behavior is due to the
interaction of the reservoir with the new ionic equilibrium
developed in the channel which is different from the reservoir
value as the result of EDL overlap.
At this stage, we defined an average surface charge developed
under each mechanism inside their corresponding length
extents. We calculated an average charge through 0 to 2.7  l
length on the corner (scorner-ave). Similarly, an average charge
through 0 to 2.7  l length was calculated inside the developing
region (sdeveloping-ave). Finally, an average charge for the rest of
the channel was defined as the developed section (sdeveloped).
Basically, we integrated the surface charge variation on a corner
and in the electrokinetically developing part of a channel by
eqn (6) and (7), while the remaining part denoted by eqn (8)
resulted in a constant value along the rest of the channel.
scorner-ave ¼ 1
2:7 l
ð2:7l
0
scornerdx (6)
sdeveloping-ave ¼ 1
2:7 l
ð2:7l
0
sdevelopingdx (7)
sdeveloped-ave ¼ 1
L=2 2:7 l
ðL=2
2:7l
sdevelopeddx (8)
Resulting average surface charge values normalized with
theory at different l/H and pH values are plotted in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6(a) presents the normalized difference between the average
surface charge on the corner and theory. Now, our objective was to
find a suitable modeling approach for the behavior of each mecha-
nism. The Sigmoid function family emerged as the best candidate as
they are frequently used for the modeling of pH dependent beha-
viors in the literature widely.79 A logarithmic distribution, on the
other hand, was found to bemore appropriate for the corner effects.
The logarithmic function given in eqn (9) provides the best
description for the behavior observed in the corner surface
charging. Eqn (9) is composed of two second-order functions of
pH while a logarithmic dependence appeared based on EDL
thickness, as expected. The following functions presenting pH
dependence are given in eqn (10). Results of eqn (9) and (10) are
plotted in Fig. 6a (represented by solid lines) illustrating good
agreement obtained with the numerical calculations. It should
also be noted that eqn (9) became a general description for
surface charging of any corner geometry as a function of pH
and EDL thickness.
scorner-ave/stheo = 1 + (f[pH] +g[pH]  ln(l)) (9)
where,
f [pH] = 0.00923pH2 + 0.12431pH  0.36763
g [pH] = 0.00195pH2  0.03113pH + 0.11879 (10)
A sigmoid function, presented in eqn (11), was found to
describe the surface charge behavior of the nanochannel in
both developing and developed regions best. This function
consists of four different parameters and we formulized them
based on the physics involved in the surface charging. First, we
attempted to implement the overall overlap effect using a
hyperbolic tangent function which gets zero value at low l/H
values and converges to a constant as the l/H-N. The square
of the hyperbolic tangent function for p1 showed a good fit to the
calculated surface charge values. The other two parameters, p2
and p3, were determined as the functions of l/H which describes
pH dependence at different overlaps together with the final
fourth parameter chosen directly as the pH of the solution.
sdeveloped

stheo ¼ 1 p1  p1
1þ 10ðp2pHÞp3
 
(11)
Eqn (11) was applied on average surface charge measured in
both developing and developed regions given in Fig. 6b and c
(represented by solid lines). It should be noted here that the
developing charge behavior represents the average of surface
charges given in Fig. 5(e)–(g) where corner effects were
removed. Clearly, the surface charge in the developing region
after removing corner effects is equal to the developed part’s
surface charge at low overlaps since the ionic concentration in
the channel is similar to the reservoir. As the overlap increases,
the channel’s ionic concentration differs from the reservoir and
a so-called ‘‘second overlap’’ develops axially from the channel
inlet and outlet such that the surface charge values become
different from the developed region. However, this effect becomes
almost negligible through the averaging such that the developing
part surface charges are only slightly different from the developed
Fig. 6 Normalized average surface charge densities measured (a) on a corner through 0 - 2.7  l, (b) in the developing region (0 - 2.7  l) after
removing corner effects, and (c) in the rest of the channel (2.7  l- L). Markers represent numerical data and solid lines are the models.
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region values. For such a case, the parameter set given in eqn (12)
recovered the behavior obtained in both electrokinetically
developing and developed regions. Good agreements were
obtained between the numerical results and models as seen
in Fig. 6b and c. The general s-shaped pH dependence of the
surface charge density of silica is well described by our models.
p1 ¼ 0:58 tanh 2 0:54 l
H
 
; p2 ¼ 6:5307 l
H
 0:034
;
p3 ¼ 0:9806 l
H
 0:519 (12)
As a last step, we defined an average surface charge for a
nano-channel as given in eqn (13). Since the local surface
charge variation in a developing region was found mostly due
to the effect of corners, our equation became final in eqn (14) as
the combination of corner surface charging and the developed
surface charge of the corresponding channel.
schannel; ave ¼ 2:7 l
L=2
 
sdeveloping;ave
þ L=2 2:7 l
L=2
 
sdeveloped (13)
Finally, we combined the above developed surface charge
models given through eqn (9)–(12) into eqn (13). This final form
of the model clearly shows the surface charging behavior of a
nano-channel with a finite length and height. The two main
mechanisms, inlet/oulet effect and overlap effect, are incorporated
into general theoretically calculated surface charge as additions.
The first additive is the inlet/outlet effect that appears as a
function of l/L which will be effective for channel lengths
comparable to the double layer thickness or else will have no
contribution for negligible l/L values. The second part comes as
a correction for double layer overlap as a function of l/H. The
asymptotic behavior comes with the hyperbolic tangent func-
tion begetting negligible values for negligible l/H cases and
reaches a constant at high l/H. For a channel whose length and
height is much larger than the EDL thickness of the surround-
ing liquid, both the second and third terms in eqn (14) become
negligible and the average surface charge of the channel
remains the same as theoretical predictions.
This general equation calculates corresponding effects as an
average inside certain length scales defined here. Thus, eqn (14)
can be accurate for channels equal to or longer than 5.4  l. For
such a case, we tested our proposed extended theory on different
length nano-channels under different l/H conditions. In Fig. 7,
the channel average surface charges of different L/H and l/H
cases are given with the predictions of our proposed model.
Eqn (14) gives very accurate results for high L/l at any l/H values.
However, as the channel length becomes smaller than 5.4  l, the
model starts to slightly diverge from numerical data, as expected.
Overall, for a channel whose length is much larger than the
EDL thickness of the surrounding liquid (L 4 50  l), the
electrokinetically developing region covers a negligible portion of
the channel such that average surface charge becomes independent
of channel length. For such a case, the nano-channel’s surface
charge becomes distinctly lower than the theoretical predictions if
its height equals or is smaller than the EDL thickness (l/H Z 1).
However, as the channel length decreases, the contribution of the
developing region increases and even dominates the average surface
charge. Since the entrance effects create higher surface charge
values than the developed section, decrease of channel length
increases the nano-channel’s average surface charge, which
may reach and even exceed the theoretical value.
Conclusions
Surface charge density of silica nano-channels is characterized
as a function of channel dimensions and solution conditions.
In contrast to many studies that examine charging behavior of
surfaces independent of the system dimensions, this study
involves the effects of system size as well. Based on the results
of numerical calculations, we found that surface charge density is
not just a material property, but is dependent on the confinement
Fig. 7 Nanochannel average surface charge results (for pH = 7) from the
extended theory (solid lines) given by eqn (14) in comparison with numerical
calculations at different channel lengths.
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size in addition to the solution conditions. In this regard, we
calculated the local surface charge density based on the local
ionic concentrations for different scenarios such as various
channel length and solution parameters. This way, we evaluated
both the local and average surface charge density of the nano
channel and associated the effects of EDL overlap and inlet/outlet
effects to the surface charging behavior of the silica surface. The
results showed that EDL overlap, which is characterized by the
ratio of EDL thickness to the channel height, significantly causes
the surface charge density to deviate from theoretical calculations.
The higher this ratio is, the less the surface charge density
becomes on the surface. For the overlap ratios less than 0.3, the
theory can estimate the surface charge density except at the
entrance and exit regions of the channel. For higher overlap
ratios, the surface charge density may be as low as 60% of the
theory (at l/H = 3) depending on the pH. On the other hand,
local surface charge values at the entrance regions of the nano
channels were found to be almost twice the surface charge of
developed sections. This behavior is attributed to both curvature
effects at the inlet/outlet regions and new ionic equilibrium
between the reservoir and channel in the axial direction. These
entrance effects become dominant for shorter channels resulting
in an increase in the average charge density such that the surface
charge of the nano-channel can reach and even exceed theoretical
estimations for channel lengths comparable with the EDL
thickness (B3l). By using numerical results, a phenomenological
model for the average surface charge density is formed, which
includes the effects of EDL overlap and the electrokinetic
development region as a function of channel height and length.
The proposed model extends the existing theory as a function
of EDL thickness, pH, channel length and channel height,
successfully. The results are important for current nanomembrane
applications with short pore lengths.
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